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Abstract 
Wafer-based PV modules, which accounted for 87% of the market in 2010 [1], include soldered cell strings. Yet, 
soldering is a critical process for the production yield because it introduces severe thermo-mechanical stress into the 
cell. The quality of solder joints will determine a module’s reliability over its 20-25 years lifetime. 
The purpose of this work is to present a metallographic preparation method and the corresponding characterization of 
solder joints. These methods may be used for qualification of initial and aged joints thus providing an off-line quality 
control tool in the manufacturing of cell strings for PV modules. It is also an effective method in the development of 
new cell and module designs and in the evaluation of new materials. 
 
 
Fig. 1: SEM image (left) and EDX analysis images of the different materials and their locations in the solder joint. Picture showing 
a) SEM image of the joint, b) Cu, c) Sn, d) Bi, e) Ag and f) Si of the cell (magn. 6000x).  
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Metallographic analysis is widely used in the electronics industry. We adapted processes to the specific 
requirements of soldered cells [2]. The goal is to prepare and analyse cross-sections of solder joints 
including wafer, metallization, solder and copper layers, see Fig. 3. Preparation is demanding because the 
materials involved show a broad range of mechanical properties from high ductility to strong brittleness. 
Solar cells are also very thin (ca. 160µm) and that makes them very sensitive for the preparation. At first 












Fig. 2: Demonstration of the cutting steps from a single cell to a cross section. The first cutting step is alongside the bus bar (A) and 
the second step is perpendicular on the bus bar section, so as to reveal the cross-section (B, enlarged image) [2]. 
The next step is to embed the sections in a resin with a formula specific to the materials of solar cells. 
After hardening, those sections have to be grinded, which is a critical step for the results. We developed a 
sensitive method for grinding and polishing to avoid artefacts like scratches, impressed particles and 
break-offs [2]. The polished samples are then ready for optical examination by light microscope, scanning 













Fig. 3: Microscope image of a cross-section of bismuth containing (lead-free) soldered interconnector. It shows the cell sunny-side-
up with interconnector (A) on the top, the solder layer with different phases (B), the bus bar (C) and the silicon wafer (D) [2]. 
The cross-section reveals details on wetting, diffusion processes and phase growth as well as process 
induced damage to joints and cells. Additional qualification methods like peel testing or 
electroluminescence help to interpret these images. It is possible to classify the solder joints by building 
up a library of various ranges of cross-sections. 
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2. Quality assurance by metallographic examination methods 
Metallography can be used both in research and development and in the production of solar modules 
for quality assurance. 
The following parameters and quality criteria can be shown or determined: 
2.1. Voids 
The enclosure of flux, oxides and gas leads to voids within the solder joint [3]. This can be due to an 
excessive amount of flux, humidity in the flux or incorrect solder temperatures and insufficient solder 
amounts. Voids at the interface of solder and bus bar may develop because of insufficient wetting. Voids 
appear as solder cavities in the cross-section, see Fig. 4, and if they are substantial they weaken the joint. 
2.2. Cracks and micro-cracks 
Cracks and micro-cracks may emerge and grow during the wafer production, the cell production and 
the module assembly process [4]. The soldering process is very critical for the cells in terms of micro-
cracks due to thermo-mechanical stress at joint cooling [5] and due to cell and string handling, see Fig. 5. 
Cracks can also emerge due to the preparation process and it is necessary to prepare the samples carefully 
to avoid artefacts. It can be useful to perform electroluminescence imaging and radiographic analysis 
before the sample preparation to check the initial state. 
2.3. Intermetallic phases 
Intermetallic diffusion is strongly accelerated by elevated temperatures during the soldering process in 
the liquid phase and continues throughout the lifetime of the joint at a slower rate. In the alloys created by 
diffusion, intermetallic phases can emerge mainly depending on the dissolution kinetics of copper. These 
phases have different properties than the constituent materials. Thickness, allocation and morphology are 
largely responsible for the quality of a solder joint. Intermetallic phases are usually hard and brittle and 
the electric resistivity is higher than that of the constituent metals. They can grow up to a few 
micrometers, depending on temperature and material. Wide-stretching intermetallic phases can degrade 
the mechanical and electrical properties of the joint strongly. The materials prevalent in solar cell joints 
can form different intermetallic phases consiting of compounds like Cu6Sn5, Cu3Sn and Ag3Sn. The 
phases show typical morphologies (needles, layers and plates) which helps to identify them in the 
metallographic image, see Table 1. The initial morphology and thickness of the layers is also depending 
on the cooling rate of the joint after soldering [6]. 
Table 1. Initial morphology and thickness of intermetallic phases in a Sn96,5Ag3,5 solder after soldering. 
 
Intermetallic Phase Morphology Thickness after soldering (µm) 
Cu6Sn5 nodular layers, needles 1.5 – 2 
Cu3Sn layers 0.25 – 0.5 
Ag3Sn plates Not measured 
 




2.4. Wetting and wetting angle 
Wetting is essential for the creation of stable solder joints. Wetting can be measured at a solder joint 
by measuring the wetting angle and the joint should have a characteristic meniscus, see Fig. 4. In 
electronics, wetting angles below 40° are considered to show good wetting. On the screen-printed pastes 













Fig. 4:  Light microscope image of a soldered solar cell with poor wetting and voids in the solder layer. The solder shows an 
insufficient wetting angle (A). Voids (B) found in both solder layers are shown as black cavities in the image (magn. 500x). 
2.5. Thickness of material layers 
The material layers must have a certain thickness to provide a sufficient amount of solder and to avoid 
a delay of melting due to a high thermal mass of solder. These thicknesses can easily be measured in a 
cross-section. Due to a non-uniform layer it is necessary to calculate the median of the thickness by 
dividing the layer area by its length [7]. Erosion due to diffusion can occur if the layers are not thick 
enough. A lack of sufficient solder can lead to a solder run-off (wicking effect) [8]. 
2.6. Cold solder joints 
This failure is well known and can be seen as dull (lead-free) or bright (leaded) joints. Cold solder 
joints are due to inaccurate solder temperatures or a broad temperature range between solidus and 
liquidus temperature often in combination with minor shocks and inadequate solder time [8]. The wetting 
is poor and the meniscus is not formed properly. 
2.7. Contact paste 
The contact paste is also relevant for the quality of the joint. Voids, resulting from the drying process, 
inadequate layer thickness, non-planar surfaces or insufficient leach resistance between solder and silver 
























Fig. 5 (a) and (b): a) Light microscope image of joint delamination (B) of a contacted bus bar with a cell interconnector (A) and 
crack (C) across the wafer (D) (magn. 1000x).  b) Light microscope image of the solder layer (B) on an interconnector (A) 
embedded in resin (E). The thickness of the layer can be easily measured and qualified (magn. 500x). 
3. Accelerated Aging 
Accelerated aging at elevated temperature is a common method in reliability assessment. Heat storage 
is conducted in a nitrogen atmosphere to avoid oxidation processes.  Chosen storage temperature and time 
depend on the product application and the material used. Solder joints undergo various aging processes 
(diffusion, growth of intermetallic phases) that can cause joint quality degradation (see Fig. 6 and  
Fig. 7). Accelerated aging may be used for estimating the lifetime of joints and can reveal which 
components are responsible for failures. Acceleration factors are estimated based on the Arrhenius 
equation [7]. 
The aged samples can be compared with initial samples in respect to metallographic images and peel 




Fig. 6:  Peel force reduction after heat storage at 130° C for 15h and 25h for two different solder materials in comparison to two 






















Fig. 7 (a) and (b): a) SEM images of the initial sample and b) the separation of bismuth (C) containing solder (A) on a bus bar (B) 
after accelerated aging (magn. 6000x). The phase growth of bismuth is due to Ostwald ripening. 
4. Results 
A method for the metallographic preparation and analysis of solder joints on solar cells has been 
established. Analysis of cross-sections gives insight into solder wetting, intermetallic diffusion and 
morphology of the joint. Additionally it reveals cohesive or adhesive material failures. 
 
It is shown that this method is very valuable in the evaluation of new materials and for production 
quality assurance. Parameters and quality issues like cold solder joints, micro-cracks and wetting can be 
examined with high accuracy. 
The use of accelerated aging provides a detailed view of how the materials behave and their 
interactions over time. This is essential for the evaluation of new solders and paste material as well as for 
the development of solder techniques and modification of process parameters. 
5. Conclusion 
High contrast metallographic cross-sections can be achieved using appropriate preparation materials 
and processes. These images provide valuable information regarding integrity and morphology of the 
joints. 
In this project we evaluated leaded and lead-free solders. The preparation and analysis method allows 
a detailed understanding of the solder joint. The gained informations are important for production quality 
assurance, the optimization of soldering process parameters, the introduction of new metallization and 
new lead-free solder materials, for example. Lastly the method may be used for the assessment of failures 
and of aging processes. 
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